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Thank You for the Opportunity to Serve as 
Collingwood’s First Poet Laureate

� The Role of the Poet Laureate

� Brief Introduction

� My Vision for the 2-year Term
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Role of the Poet Laureate: 
To Champion the Written and Spoken Word

� Produce new original works that represent the area 
or speak to issues of importance to our community

� Share poems at community events and functions

� Devise and lead creative projects that encourage 
new poets and writers 

� Foster an appreciation for poetry and the spoken 
word throughout the community

� Produce a legacy project that will make a lasting 
contribution to Collingwood
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� Poet
�Published in print and on-line
�Extensive coursework on poetry writing
�Member of 2 local writers groups as well as others on-line

� Poetry Advocate
�Sharing poetry at events
�Conducting workshops on appreciating and writing poetry
�Ccourses on poetry in the public sphere 

� Educator
�BA English/Education and MA in Liberal Studies
�8 years classroom experience teaching English/Language Arts

� Trained Coach
�Focus on helping individuals and teams achieve their goals

� Certified Lifecycle Celebrant®

� Specializing in Celebrations Across the Lifecycle

Day Merrill, Poet & Poetry Advocate
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Leave a Lasting Contribution to Collingwood

� Put poetry in the public eye by 
making it visible

� Take poetry to underserved 
communities by making it 
accessible

� Link poetry with other arts by 
making it approachable

� Use poetry to help residents find a 
voice by making it personal

� Use the written and spoken word 
to enhance the overall wellbeing 
of the community by making it 
communal

Visible

Accessible 

ApproachablePersonal 

Communal

My Vision:
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Making Poetry Visible

� Put poetry in the public eye 

� Bring poetry to storefront windows, building walls, sidewalks, 
hoardings‒wherever people are. 
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Making Poetry Visible
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Making Poetry Accessible

� Take poetry to underserved communities like nursing homes and 
community housing developments 

� Enable people to connect with poetry in their “back yards”
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Making Poetry Accessible
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Making Poetry Approachable

� Link poetry with other arts via public events that combine poetry 
with more familiar forms like visual images, song/music/sound and 
movement/dance
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Making Poetry Approachable
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Making Poetry Personal

� Use poetry to help residents find a voice

� Meet with groups of individuals who would like to “play with words” 

� Identify community issues and match those impacted with writers who can 
capture their stories to be compiled into a book and brought to life 
through a theatre event
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Making Poetry Personal
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Making Poetry Communal

� Use the written and spoken word to enhance the overall wellbeing of 
Collingwood

� Poetry can give voice to what is troubling us as a community, 
honouring what we love, remembering the past and commemorating 
what we’ve lost to help us make sense of our lives together

�
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Making Poetry Communal
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Legacy: From Collingwood to “CollingWord”

Visible

Accessible 

ApproachablePersonal 

Communal
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Literary 
Coffee 
House

Playing 
With 

Words 
Workshop

Launch 
Website 
and Blog

Canada 
Day Poetry 
Writing at 

Millennium 
Park

Pop-up Poetry 
Installations 
Hurontario 

Street

Sidelaunch
Days 

Poetry 
Creation 

around the 
harbour

Timeline for Year 1: May-August 2018
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September 2018-April 2019
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Poets Live 
Art Crawl

Poems of 
Remembrance

Holiday 
Poem/Card 
Workshop 

Poetry 
Slam

Facing 
Project

Community 
Poetry Jam 

National 
Poetry 
Month 

Celebration



Questions?                                                 Contact me:
Comments?                                         
poetlaureate@Collingwood.ca 
Submissions?



I look forward to being of service 
over the next 2 years.


